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and its leader declared that the ex-service men demanded a reign
not of force but of law and a state with power not power over the
state, there was no word of a cabinet post for cither Seldte or
Hugenberg; here, at any rate, it was important to keep up the
fiction of the non-party government. Both were impotent now that
there was no hope of restoring the Harzburg front by which
Hugenberg had thought he could displace the presidial cabinet
or at least force it to share power. Only with Hitler's support or
Papen's good will could either taste the yet unknown sweets of
office and Papen had manoeuvred them into rejecting the former
without showing any evidence of the latter. Willy-nilly Hugenberg
was driven to support the cabinet with the prospect dangling
carrot-wise before him of his party becoming a rallying point of
the forces of conservative law and order if Hitler was driven into
a revolutionary course. It was then that the Stahlhelm would
become of supreme importance if the theory that the old soldier
is a better man than the raw recruit held good. Between it and the
Storm Troops relations had never been good and were now seri-
ously strained in many places, and in its obvious desire to hit
back at irritating toy soldiers Hugenberg and Seldte saw the road
to power if Hitler risked action. That such a development reduced
Hugenberg to the position again which he thought he had escaped
—that of being a useful tool of the aristocracy—that it ended the
dream of a Harzburg cabinet was obvious, but the facts had to be
faced.
Where the pigheaded but honest Westarp had failed,, where the
best brains and most accomplished intriguers of Nationalism had
failed, the wily Papen had succeeded; Hugenberg was still a force
but he was now a chained force. So far from recognizing any
necessity to attach him to the presidential party by those hooks
which are so much stronger if less bright than those of steel,
Papen ignored him and addressed Nationalism over his head. While
in secret he was himself, or through Schleicher, negotiating with
prominent Hitlerites, Papen came out as the champion of a new
brand of nationalism. His experts now assured him that a trade
revival was really coming. If they were right there would be a
rally to the government. Party ties notwithstanding, there was,

